
Energy consumption (per hour)

2 .61KWH

2.46 KWH

Tested performance

SHORT STRIP CURTAIN for multi-shelf showcases

[Performance test based on CEW-EA9885]

*The value above is not guaranteed, as this may vary
 depending on models and environments. 

Easy to install!
For energy saving of open-cases

Just mount it on the upper part of your existing showcase. Air curtain rectifies the airflow 
and reduces energy consumption by covering the opening.

Energy saving product
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*In case of some semi-multi-shelf showcases, it is necessary to check if the short strip curtain interferes with taking in and out goods.  

In a typical open showcase, an air curtain is usually used to prevent infiltration of the external air.
Mounting a short strip curtain will rectify the airflow by copening space.
This achieve an energy saving of about 3~6 percent (1 to 2°C in temperature).  

5.8% 
Energy saving 

Install a film on the upper 
portion of the case.

The higher the showcase is, the greater 
the heat penetration load becomes. 
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After mounting the double type strip curtain.After mounting the single type strip curtain.

Air outlet: Double type specification Air outlet: Single type specification 

①Please check the mounting locations because there are showcases with single type and double type outlets.

②Mount the curtain to the red bar area           (along the outlet). 
   When mounting, peel off a film from the adhesive double-faced tape on the rear surface.

― Attention ―

A shelf of a showcase is divided into 909-mm and 1,212-mm sections.
An energy saving curtain is available at 909 mm and 1,212 mm in size, please choose the curtain that matches 
the size of your shelf case . 
(Special-sized curtains are also available.)
If a curtain is mounted in a wrong position, the energy saving effect may not be obtained.

Method for mounting a short strip curtain


